
 

Ms. Bishop’s Supply List.... 

Hello all!!  I am looking forward to returning to our classroom (C1) and seeing each of you, in 

person, on August 17th!  This is going to be a very different school year as far as some of the 

procedures and routines however it will still be GREAT! 

One of the biggest changes is that students will not be allowed to drink from the water fountains 

however they will have access to the “Water Filling Stations” so: 

Each student must bring his/her own WATER BOTTLE, please be sure to write his/her name 

on it... 

Another change will be the amount of supplies you will be bringing to school.  We will NOT be 

sharing any supplies to keep the passing of germs to the barest minimum.  So, you will need: 

-2 supply pouches or boxes: please label one “MATH” and one “GENERAL” 

-MATH contents: 

*ruler, protractor, one 12 pack of colored pencils for math only activities, 4 mechanical 

or regular pencils (please refer to General contents for specification details regarding pencils). 

-General contents 

*4 pencils:  mechanical or regular 

If you chose mechanical, please include 1 container of lead/eraser refills 

If you chose regular pencils, please include a “self-contained” pencil sharpener as we will 

not be using the class sharpener.  “Self-Contained” means there is a fully enclosed area where all 

shavings will be captured and then can be emptied. 

*One 12 pack of Colored Pencils 

*One pair of scissors (make sure they fit in your supply pouch/box 

*One USB (it must be flat, please no 3D USB’s) 

*One black sharpie---FINE point 

*One black sharpie--- Medium Point 



*One small stapler and stapler refills 

*One small box of paper clips 

 

*6 composition notebooks  

*8 plastic folders with pockets, 2 red, 2 green, 2 blue,2 yellow, 2orange, PLEASE...put 

your name on them but do NOT label them. 

We will label them in class..... 

*1 bottle of hand sanitizer 

*1 bottle of hand soap  

*Clorox wipes (if you can find them) 

*1 can of Lysol spray (if you can find them) 

*One set of ear buds, headphones, etc. 

 

Last but not least, there will be no backpacks this year.  Please send your child to school 

with a tote bag (this would be like a reusable shopping bag).   

Thanks so much and see you soon, 

Ms. B 

 


